
Executive Summary
In the copier and printer industry 68-72% of a dealerships 
profits depend on the efficient management of service and 
supplies. Since supply costs are usually determined by OEM 
providers, there are only two line items that significantly 
impact margins in the service department: parts and labor 
costs. Within these two areas, inventory management, or 
mismanagement, often drives labor costs up and down. 
This white paper focuses on the key drivers of inventory 
mismanagement such as parts obsolescence, improper 
warehouse inventory levels, and inaccurate technician car 
stock that lead to increased labor costs.  

Most service managers understand the impact of not having 
the right part on hand to service a machine correctly, the first 
time. The goal of a high first call success rate can also lead to 
a downside of too much inventory. Striking the right balance 
of inventory to reduce labor costs not only requires a logistics 
manager focused on parts inventory, but they need the right 
data and reports to measure success, and constantly adjust 
and improve. These improvements flow directly to your 
bottom line.

Parts drive labor costs. Labor costs determine two thirds 
of your profitability. BEI will help you manage the service 
department and maximize profits.

BEI Services performed a study consisting of 201 
dealerships. By analyzing the age of each dealers unused 
parts inventory, BEI uncovered that there is a true epidemic 
of aged and obsolete inventory in the dealer channel. To 
accomplish this study BEI segregated aged inventory into 3 
categories (buckets) as shown in the graph below.

Inventory that had:

•  no usage at the dealership for 6-12 months was  
in bucket A (blue), 

•  no usage in 12-18 months in bucket B (red) 

•  and no usage over 18 months in bucket C (green). 

The percentages represent the total aged parts inventory 
per category as a percentage of the dealers total parts 
inventory. The results are staggering. An average of 33% 
of the combined dealer’s parts inventory was older than 18 
months. Imagine, nearly a 1/3 of the inventory (meaning 
dollars) on the shelves will be written off and discarded at 
some point in the future. Accountants often focus in on 
obsolete inventory as a write down. This write down will 
reduce the owners equity portion of the balance sheet, 
as that 33% of inventory, often listed as a current asset, 
effectively becomes worthless. Dealerships have been 
wasting cash buying parts they will never use.

The Obsolete Inventory Epedemic 
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BEI calculates the minimum threshold for Hold for Parts (HP) be less than 12%.  
If a company has an HP rate greater than 12%, then it is excessively using the  
most costly resource (manpower) due to ineffective inventory management.“ ”
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Increasing Service Margins by Properly Managing Inventory 

Executive Summary 

In the copier and printer industry 68-72% of a dealerships profits are achieved through service and supplies. With this 
in mind, there are only two areas that can directly impact margins in the service department, those are parts and labor 
costs.  In addition, it is important to understand how inventory management can significantly impact labor expense.  
This white paper focuses on how mismanagement of inventory can dramatically effect service costs attributed to parts 
obsolescence, improper warehouse inventory levels and inaccurate technician car stocks that lead to increased labor 
costs.  

Proper inventory management requires a skilled logistics person who understands processes impacting warehouse in-
ventory turns, machine parts usage statistics and returns to customer calls due to technicians not having the needed 
parts in their car stocks.  In addition the logistics person must understand the various reports needed to properly adjust 
inventory levels every month.

The parts logistics person not only manages parts (the second highest service expense) but in many circumstances can 
significantly impact much of the labor costs (the highest service expense) as well.  Providing the required training and 
tools are critical to ensuring greater profit margins in the service department.
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Dealer Study - Aged Inventory

What Causes Inventory Obsolescence  
and What’s Acceptable
In order to provide good customer service, some degree of 
inventory obsolescence is inevitable and acceptable. BEI 
calculates that percentage should never exceed 10%. 

Mismanagement of the following areas will increase the 
percentage of parts obsolescence:

• Lack of monitoring parts usage statistics

• Ineffective service territories

• Not creating specialized service territories when possible

• Ordering items that are already in stock

•  Technicians carrying stock they have not used in  
over 6 months

• Ordering un-needed parts due to technician misdiagnosis

• Improper Min/Max settings in the dealer ERP system

• Over ordering to receive manufacture discounts.

Most of these profit reducing activities are easily remedied 
if the service management team, would use the reports and 
information that are available in BEI WordStats(™) database. 
What is your percentage of obsolete inventory?

How Inventory Affects Labor Costs
Anytime a technician needs to return to the customer 
location due to not having the parts needed on the original 
service call adds labor expense to the company because of 
the return trip. Technicians cannot carry every part needed. 
BEI calculates the minimum threshold for Hold for Parts (HP) 
be less than 12%. If a company has an HP rate greater than 
12%, then it is excessively using the most costly resource 
(manpower) due to ineffective inventory management.

Here is an example of how much labor can be reduced 
by decreasing HP calls just 8%. Let’s assume a company 
completes 1000 service calls per month, and 20% of them are 
incomplete due to technicians not having the needed parts. 
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In other words, the technician returned to 200 calls because he/she didn’t have the needed parts. If the company were able to 
reduce its return for parts calls to 12% (120 calls) through effective inventory management, then it would reduce its call load by 
80 calls (220-120) or the equivalent of one technicians workload.

Of the 229 dealers in this study, the national dealer average for parts returns is 22.6%. In this study more than 75% of the dealers 
are above the target of 12%. A 20% HP number would put a dealer in the 75th percentile. It’s important to remember that 25% 
of dealers are below 12% and since they can do it, there is no reason for any dealer to be above that. The consequence of being 
above it is high labor costs and lower profitability. What percentage is your company achieving for this critical HP metric?
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Managing Technician’s Car Stock
Properly managing technician’s car stock is crucial to 
maintaining good customer service, reducing service calls 
and reducing labor costs.  Creating ideal car stocks is often 
thought of as a tedious, time consuming task. Therefore it 
is often not analyzed and implemented frequently enough to 
ensure a 12% or less return for parts rate.  

Also culling inventory a technician is carrying in car stock 
that and placing those items back on the shelf to be used by 
other technicians is necessary to reduce the risk of ordering 
items the dealership has already purchased.   BEI Services 
suggests these best practices for creating ideal car stocks:

• Technician to machine assignments in ERP

• Machine parts usage statistics

• Service call integrity of 85% or greater

• Proper Min/Max settings for warehouses (car stock)

• Effective and timely restock processes

Conclusion
This study proves there is an extreme inventory 
mismanagement problem that is costing dealerships 
thousands of dollars in aged inventory and parts 
obsolescence. Additionally, this study shows that inventory 
mismanagement has a sig-nificant impact on service labor 
costs that can well exceed 30 to 40% of labor requirements 
due to improper technician car stock inventory.

Properly managing 
technicians’ car stock is crucial 
to maintaining good customer 
service, reducing service calls, 
and reducing labor costs.
“

”



Utilizing BEI Services products will provide your company the tools and the  
expertise that will help any parts logistics person perform at a much higher level.“ ”Solution

BEI Services Inc. has created an Advanced Inventory 
Management (AIM) program that offers dealers the tools 
to better understand and manage parts inventory for both 
general warehouses and technician’s car stocks. These quick 
access and easy to use tools include the following:

•  Monthly monitoring of parts needed for the correct  
min/max settings

•  Automated technician car stock creation from  
ERP assignments

• Technician cull report

• Service call assignment integrity report

• Technician territory creation

• Completed territories done in minutes not days

• Automated car stock creation

• Generalist territories

• Specialist territories

• Performance based territories

•  Overstock Parts Network (OPN) integration allows  
dealers to sell their aged and obsolete inventory

•  OPN member discounts allow dealers to buy new OEM  
parts at significant discounts—reducing parts expense.

Summary
What is your HP Rate?

What is your obsolete Inventory Number?

Who is regularly reviewing car stock?

Are you assigning territories that reduce labor costs and 
increase profits?

Utilizing BEI Services products will provide your company 
the tools and the expertise that will help any parts logistics 
person perform at a much higher level. The consistent 
monthly monitoring and reporting of your inventory by BEI 
Ser-vices will make the task of managing your inventory 
easier ensuring it is better managed.

What can be expected?

•  Increased customer satisfaction

•  Reduced parts obsolescence

•  Reduced return for parts calls per technician

•  Reduced service calls and labor requirements

•  Capability to sell obsolete parts

•  Opportunities to by new OEM parts at significant discounts

Contact Us
w: beiservices.com 
t: 307.587.8446

Follow Us
BEI Services, Inc. 

twitter.com/BEIServices 

linkedin.com/company/bei-services-inc.

For additional information concerning this study,  
or to receive a free inventory assessment of your  
company, contact BEI Services, Inc.


